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Abstract—Low Earth orbit (LEO) satellite networks (SatNets)
are envisioned to play a crucial role in providing global and ubiq-
uitous connectivity efficiently. Accordingly, in the coming years,
thousands of LEO satellites will be launched to create ultra-
dense LEO mega-constellations, and the Third Generation Part-
nership Project (3GPP) is working on evolving fifth-generation
(5G) systems to support such non-terrestrial networks (NTN).
However, many challenges are associated with the deployment
of LEOs from communications and networking perspectives. In
this paper, we propose a novel cell-free massive multiple-input
multiple-output (CF-mMIMO) based architecture for future
ultra-dense LEO SatNets. We discuss various aspects of network
design, such as duplexing mode, pilot assignment, beamforming,
and handover management. In addition, we propose a joint
optimization framework for the power allocation and handover
management processes to maximize the network throughput and
minimize the handover rate while ensuring quality-of-service
(QoS) satisfaction for users. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work to introduce and study CF-mMIMO-
based LEO SatNets. Extensive simulation results demonstrate the
superior performance of the proposed architecture and solutions
compared to those of conventional single-satellite connectivity
and handover techniques from the literature.

I. INTRODUCTION

Despite the remarkable advancements in wireless connec-

tivity and the advent of fifth-generation (5G) networks, ap-

proximately half of the world still has limited or no Internet

access [1]. To address this lack, satellite networks (SatNets)

can play a significant role in providing global and ubiquitous

connectivity, which has yielded a resurgence of interest in

exploiting satellites to this end. Compared to geostationary

Earth orbit (GEO) satellites, low Earth orbit (LEO) satellites

can be deployed at altitudes as low as 300 km. This overcomes

the long propagation delay and high path loss challenges

associated with GEO satellites and provides a more favourable

communications and networking environment. Accordingly,

players such as SpaceX, OneWeb, and Telesat are planning

to launch thousands of LEO satellites in the coming years

to create ultra-dense constellation deployments. Moreover, the

Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has included

several study items in Releases 15 and 16 to examine the

support of non-terrestrial networks (NTN) in the 5G new

radio (NR) [2], [3]. A work item has been approved for the

standardization of 5G NR-NTN in Release 17 [4].

Although LEO SatNets provide several advantages over

GEOs, the high mobility of LEO satellites relative to ground

user terminals (UTs) poses many challenges for the allocation

of radio resources and handover management processes. For

example, every handover process is associated with signal-

ing overhead, processing delay, throughput losses, and data

forwarding. To address these challenges, several techniques

have been considered in the literature that aim to ensure

users’ quality-of-service (QoS) satisfaction while maximizing

network utility. One of the most promising techniques is

massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology in

LEO SatNets. In [5], the authors studied the deployment of

massive MIMO in LEO SatNets, assuming the LEO satel-

lites were equipped with uniform planar arrays of antennas

to serve ground UTs. In so doing, the authors investigated

precoding and user grouping utilizing statistical channel state

information. However, they did not consider the distributed

deployment of antenna systems. In [6], the authors studied the

physical layer performance of the optical SatNets utilizing site

diversity to connect to multiple ground stations. The authors

in [7] modeled ground gateway stations and visible LEO

satellites as a bipartite graph, assuming that this information

was known by the ground gateways. They then proposed

a maximum matching based solution to select the satellites

that could be connected to every ground station considering

basic MIMO concepts to deal with this multi-connectivity. In

[8], the authors studied the capacity of LEO-MIMO systems

considering the Doppler shift and allocating different channels

to data and control signals. However, these studies considered

basic MIMO models to describe the connectivity of ground ter-

minals with multiple satellites without investigating the details

of the network architecture, channel estimation, precoding, or

interference between users.

Due to the density of LEO constellations, the visibility of

more than a dozen LEO satellites at the same time by UTs

will be a reality. This offers an unprecedented opportunity to

employ architectures such as cell-free massive MIMO (CF-

mMIMO), which can yield substantial performance improve-

ments in future LEO SatNets. CF-mMIMO [9] is a recent

technology introduced for next-generation terrestrial networks

that uses techniques from network MIMO and massive MIMO

for large spectral efficiency and network flexibility improve-

ments. In this paper, we propose an LEO satellite network

architecture based on a CF-mMIMO framework. Specifically,

we discuss network topology, inter-satellite links (ISLs), du-

plexing mode, pilot assignment, beamforming, and handover

management. We jointly optimize the power allocation and
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Fig. 1: Proposed CF-mMIMO-based LEO SatNet architecture.

handover management processes such that the aggregate data

rate of UTs is maximized and their handover rate is minimized

while considering their different QoS requirements, based on

the proposed CF-mMIMO architecture. For this purpose, we

investigate the channel model, uplink training and channel

estimation, downlink data transmission, and problem formula-

tion. Finally, extensive simulations are conducted to evaluate

the performance of the proposed architecture and solutions,

and we compare the performance with that of conventional

approaches and architectures. To the best of our knowledge,

this is the first work to introduce and study CF-mMIMO in

LEO SatNets.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we in-

troduce the CF-mMIMO-based LEO satellite network archi-

tecture and investigate various aspects of the network, i.e.,

time-division duplexing (TDD) operation, pilot assignment,

beamforming, and handover management. Then, we discuss

the joint power allocation and handover management problem

in Section III. In Section IV, we present and discuss the

results of the simulations to evaluate the performance of the

proposed CF-mMIMO architecture by comparing it with that

of traditional single satellite connectivity. Finally, conclusions

are presented in Section V.

II. CF-MMIMO-BASED LEO SATNETS

A. Architecture

Fig. 1 shows the proposed CF-mMIMO-based LEO SatNet

architecture with the satellites divided into clusters. To be

consistent with the CF-mMIMO terminology, each satellite

in the cluster is called a satellite access point (SAP). We

should add that for satellite nodes with multiple antennas, each

antenna is considered a separate SAP. The SAPs are connected

to a central processing unit (CPU) through ISLs for backhaul

purposes. This CPU can be deployed on a central satellite with

more advanced computing capabilities. We call these satellites

super satellite nodes (SSNs). The effect of the mobility of

the satellites on this topology can be negligible due to the

fact that all these satellites move as a group, and the relative

speed between them can be neglected. The selection of the

number of SSNs and the number of SAPs in each cluster can

be optimized on the basis of different performance objectives

and the associated deployment costs.

The exchange of the information between the SAPs and

the CPU can be restricted to payload data and power control

coefficients to reduce the backhaul signaling, as discussed in

[9]. However, backhaul signaling is not considered a challenge

in this case as in terrestrial networks. This is because ISLs can

use high-speed free-space optical (FSO) communications [10],

which enables information to be exchanged at very high data

rates and low latency.

B. TDD Operation

To exploit the reciprocity of the uplink (UL) and downlink

(DL) channels, TDD is the adopted duplexing mode in CF-

mMIMO systems [9]. For channel estimation, both UL and

DL pilots can be used [11]. However, considering only UL

pilots is adopted in most CF-mMIMO studies, e.g., [9], [12],

[13]. This is suitable for SatNets because the users may not

need to estimate their effective channel gain, and to use most

of the TDD frame for data transmission.

The channel coherence interval is defined as the time-

frequency interval during which the channel characteristics

can be considered static. This coherence interval depends on

the channel condition, the mobility of the satellite and UT,

and the carrier frequency. The channel uses are determined

in accordance with the coherence time, τc, and divided into

three segments: the initial τpu samples are used for UL pilot

transmission; the next τdu samples are used for UL data

transmission; and the last τdd samples are reserved for DL

data transmission. The guard intervals are excluded from this

coherence time interval. Utilizing the UL pilots, all the UL

channels are estimated at the SAPs locally without forwarding

them to the CPU. This supports the scalability of the network

since the signaling overhead is independent of the number of

SAPs. Due to reciprocity, these channel estimates are valid for

the DL direction as well. Therefore, the estimated channels are

used for DL data precoding and UL data detection.

C. Pilot Assignment

UTs can be assigned mutually orthogonal UL pilots to min-

imize the interference between them. However, this requires

the number of UL training samples, τpu , to be more than the

connected UTs, which is difficult in SatNets due to the high

number of connected UTs. Therefore, every subset of the UTs

can be assigned one pilot from the mutually orthogonal pilot

set. This results in what is known as pilot contamination,

which needs to be taken into consideration when designing

the resource allocation procedure. The pilot assignment can

be implemented locally at the SAPs in a distributed manner

or centrally at the CPU. The pilot assignment information can



be transmitted to the UTs in the random access channel during

the random access process.

D. Beamforming

Maximum ratio processing (i.e., conjugate beamforming

in the DL direction and matched filtering in the UL), can

be employed to exploit the distributed channel estimation

at the SAPs. This is considered one of the major benefits

of using CF-mMIMO, as it has the potential to reduce the

computational complexity and the required backhaul signal-

ing between the SAPs and the CPU [9]. However, other

beamforming techniques can be used, such as zero-forcing

(ZF) and minimum mean square error (MMSE) [13], [14].

These centralized techniques can improve performance, but

they require more backhaul signaling between the SAPs and

the CPU.

E. Handover Management

In the case of single-satellite association, when the signal

level is below a certain threshold, the link is switched to the

next LEO satellite in the cone visibility of the UT. This can

be accomplished by using the satellite reference signals that

are broadcast by the satellite. In this case, the service time,

which is the connection time without handover interruption, is

limited by the satellite visibility. However, using the proposed

CF-mMIMO architecture, the UT is connected to a cluster of

satellites or SAPs. Consequently, the service time is limited

by the visibility of the whole cluster, which is longer than that

of a single satellite.

In addition, power allocation can be adjusted such that

the service times of the ground UTs are maximized. This is

because the UTs are served by all SAPs in the serving cluster.

Therefore, the cooperative transmission of those SAPs can

compensate for the signal level decaying due to the movement

of the satellites. Moreover, in the UL direction, the data is

decoded on the basis of the received signals by all SAPs in the

cluster. Nevertheless, a cluster handover is required to switch

to the next cluster when resource allocation cannot satisfy the

UT’s minimum required data rate level. This can be detected

while allocating the radio resources (i.e., the transmit power),

as will be discussed in Section III. Besides, due to the fact

that the next cluster is known, the handover decision can be

confirmed by the next cluster that detects the UL pilot from

the ground UT by its edge SAPs. This confirmation can be

used to avoid false handover decisions.

III. JOINT POWER ALLOCATION AND HANDOVER

MANAGEMENT

Power control plays an essential role in optimizing the coop-

erative transmission and reception of the SAPs to maximize the

network throughput and ensure user satisfaction. The power

allocation process should consider the interference between

the UTs, the pilot assignment, and the achievable data rates.

In addition, power allocation can be optimized to maximize the

service time of the UTs to minimize their handover rate. In this

section, we investigate the problem of joint power allocation

and handover management for LEO SatNets based on the

proposed CF-mMIMO architecture. For this purpose, we start

by discussing the channel model and estimation. Then, we

derive the achievable data rates and formulate the optimization

problem for joint power allocation and handover management.

A. Channel Model

We consider a cluster of LEO satellites that includes a set

of M SAPs indexed by M = {1, 2, · · · , m, · · · , M}. This

cluster serves a set of single-antenna ground UTs set, indexed

by K = {1, 2, · · · , k, · · · , K}. We assume that the channel

conditions are static in a coherence time interval of τc samples.

Due to the strong LoS component between the UTs and SAPs,

the channel between the kth UT and the mth SAP is modeled

as Rician and can be calculated by [15]

hm,k =
√

Lm,k

(

√

κm,k

κm,k + 1
h′m,k +

√

1

κm,k + 1
h′′m,k

)

,

(1)

where κm,k is the Rician K-factor, h′m,k and h′′m,k represent

the LoS and non-LoS (NLoS) components, respectively. The

large scale fading and losses are represented by Lm,k =

10−(Ldist
m,k+Lshad

m,k +Langl

m,k
)/10, where Ldist

m,k is the power loss (in

dB) due to distance between UT k and SAP m, Lshad
m,k ∼

N (0, σ2
sh) is the shadowing attenuation (in dB) with variance

σ2
sh, and Langl

m,k is the loss due to the boresight angle and can

be calculated (in dB) by [16]

Langl
m,k = −10 log10






cos(θm,k)

η 32 log 2

2
(

2 arccos(
η
√
0.5)

)2






,

(2)

where θm,k is the boresight angle between the kth UT and the

mth SAP, and η is the antenna roll-off factor determining the

coverage radius, assuming that the aperture efficiency is unity.

We assume that the NLoS component is a Rayleigh random

variable, i.e., h′′m,k ∼ CN (0, 1). The LoS component is

given by h′m,k = ejφm,k , where φm,k ∼ U [−π, π] is a

uniform random variable that represents the phase shift due

to the mobility of the SAPs and UTs and propagation delay.

Therefore, this is an important factor and should be taken

into account while considering CF-mMIMO in LEO satellites

that are characterized by their high mobility relative to ground

terminals.

For simplicity, we rewrite (1) as follows:

hm,k =
√

βm,ke
jφm,k + h̃m,k, (3)

where βm,k = κm,kLm,k/(κm,k + 1), h̃m,k ∼ CN (0, λm,k),
λm,k = Lm,k/(κm,k+1), and βm,k ∈ R. Therefore, βm,k and

λm,k are changing slowly and can be known a priori.

B. Uplink Training and Channel Estimation

As discussed in Section II, TDD is adopted as the duplexing

technique. Therefore, to estimate the UL channels at the SAPs,

every UT transmits a pilot signal on the initial τpu samples



of the coherence block. Since we assume that the number of

UTs is greater than the number of mutual orthogonal pilots,

i.e., K > τpu , every subset of UTs is assigned the same pilot.

The subset of UTs that is assigned the same pilot as UT k is

denoted by Ck. We define
√
qkψk ∈ Cτp

u×1 as the τpu -length

pilot sequence transmitted by the kth UT, where qk is the

pilot power and ψH
k ψk = ||ψk||2= τpu . Therefore, the received

signal vector at the mth SAP, yp
m ∈ Cτp

u×1, from all K UTs’

pilot transmissions is given by

ypm =

K
∑

k=1

√
qkhm,kψk + np

m, (4)

where np
m ∼ CN (0τp

u
, σ2

npIτp
u
) is the additive white Gaussian

noise (AWGN) vector.

To estimate the UL channel of UT k, sufficient statistics

are derived from the received signal by calculating the inner

product between the received signal vector, ypm, and ψk, as

follows:

ypm,k = ψH
k yp

m =
K
∑

k′=1

√
qk′hm,k′ψH

k ψk′ + ψH
k np

m (5)

=
√
qkτ

p
uhm,k +

∑

k′∈Ck\{k}

√
qk′hm,k′τpu + ψH

k np
m. (6)

This is because

ψH
k ψk′ =

{

τpu , k′ ∈ Ck
0, otherwise

. (7)

This statistic can be used to estimate the uplink channel,

hm,k, at the mth SAP using techniques such as MMSE

and linear MMSE (LMMSE) estimators. We assume that a

phase-aware MMSE channel estimator is used. Therefore, the

estimated UL channel can be given by [17]

ĥm,k =
√

βm,ke
jφm,k +

√
qkλm,k(y

p
m,k − ȳpm,k)

γm,k
, (8)

ȳpm,k =
∑

k′∈Ck

√
qk′τpu

√

βm,k′ejφm,k′ , (9)

γm,k =
∑

k′∈Ck

qk′τpuλm,k′ + σ2
np , (10)

with the following statistics

E{ĥm,k|φm,k} =
√

βm,ke
jφm,k (11)

Var{ĥm,k|φm,k} =
qkτ

p
uλ

2
m,k

γm,k
. (12)

C. Downlink Data Transmission

Since most of the traffic is in the DL direction, we focus

on the DL power allocation problem. In the DL, the SAPs

transmit the same symbol to the UT in a cooperative manner.

We assume that the symbol to be sent to UT k is sk ∈ C.

Every symbol is precoded by a precoding vector vk =
[v1,k, v2,k, · · · , vM,k]

T , where vm,k ∈ C. Therefore, if the

signal vector to be sent to the K UTs is s = [s1, s2, · · · , sK ]T ,

then the signal vector to be transmitted by theM SAPs is given

by

x = Vs = v1s1 + v2s2 + · · ·+ vKsK , (13)

where V = [v1, v2, · · · , vK ] is an M ×K matrix.

It follows from this that the signal received by the kth UT

can be calculated as follows:

yk = hH
k x (14)

= hH
k vksk +

∑

k′∈K\k

hH
k vk′sk′ + nk, (15)

where hk = [h1,k, h2,k, · · · , hM,k]
T and nk ∼ CN (0, σ2

n)
is the AWGN noise. Therefore, the signal-to-interference and

noise ratio (SINR) can be calculated by

SINRk =
|E{vH

k hk}|2
∑

k′∈K\k E{|vH
k′hk|2}+ σ2

n

, (16)

where E{·} is the expectation.

In this study, we adopt coherent beamforming as the tech-

nique used to minimize the interference between the UTs.

Therefore, the precoding coefficient for the kth UT and mth

SAP is vm,k =
√

pm,k

E{|ĥm,k|2}
ĥm,k, where pm,k is a power

scaling factor and ĥm,k is the estimated UL channel, which

is valid for the DL direction by virtue of channel reciprocity.

That is, the precoding vector for the kth UT is given by

vk = P
1/2
k ĥk, (17)

where Pk = diag
(

p1,k

E{|ĥ1,k|2}
,

p2,k

E{|ĥ2,k|2}
, · · · , pM,k

E{|ĥM,k|2}

)

and

ĥk = [ĥ1,k, ĥ2,k, · · · , ĥM,k]
T .

Accordingly, by using coherent beamforming as in (17),

phase-aware MMSE channel estimation as in (8), and the

SINR in (16), the achievable DL data rate (in bps/Hz) of the

kth UT served by this cluster of SAPs can be calculated as in

(18), at the top of next page, based on the discussion in [17],

where

Ak = diag(λ1,k, λ2,k, · · · , λM,k), (19)

A′
k = diag(λ′1,k, λ

′
2,k, · · · , λ′M,k), (20)

λ′m,k = λm,k + βm,k, (21)

Bk = diag(β1,k, β2,k, · · · , βM,k), (22)

Wk = qkτ
p
uAkGkAk + Bk, (23)

Gk = diag(γ1,k, γ2,k, · · · , γM,k)
−1. (24)

D. Problem Formulation

To optimize the power allocation of SAPs such that the

cluster throughput is maximized and the handover rate is

minimized, we formulate the power allocation problem as a

multi-objective optimization problem. We do this such that the

objective functions to be maximized are the UTs’ aggregate

data rate and their service time before being switched to

another cluster. For the latter, we maximize the number of

UTs served with guaranteed minimum data rate based on their

link conditions. When the link condition does not allow the



Rk =
τdd
τc

log2

(

1 +
|tr(P1/2

k Wk)|2
∑K

k′=1 tr(Pk′A′
kWk′ ) +

∑

k′∈Ck\k
qkqk′(τpu )2|tr(P1/2

k′ AkGk′Ak′)|2−tr(PkB2
k) + σ2

n

)

(18)

optimized power allocation to serve the UT with the minimum

required data rate, a handover request is issued. A handover

decision can be taken when this repeats and the visibility of

the UT is confirmed by the next serving cluster.

To deal with this multi-objective optimization problem, we

construct a weighted sum of the two objectives to combine

the two conflicting objectives in a single function. That is, the

power allocation problem at the tth time slot can be formulated

as follows:

max
pm,k,Ik

(1− α)

K
∑

k=1

Rk(t)Ik(t) + α

K
∑

k=1

Ik(t) (25)

s.t. Rk(t) ≥ Rmin
k Ik(t), ∀k ∈ K (25a)

K
∑

k=1

pm,k ≤ Pmax
m , ∀m ∈ M (25b)

Ik(t) ∈ {0, 1}, ∀k ∈ K (25c)

pm,k ≥ 0, ∀m ∈ M, k ∈ K, (25d)

where α is a weighting coefficient that combines the two

competing objectives and can be used to prioritize them.

Rk(t) is the data rate of the kth UT during the tth time

slot based on its channel conditions and power allocation

during that time slot, as given in (18). Ik(t) is an indicator

variable that indicates whether the kth UT can be served by

the cluster during the tth time slot with an acceptable data rate

by optimizing the power allocation. This indicator variable is

important here to adapt with the mobility of the cluster by

excluding the UTs that cannot be served by the cluster due to

distance and should be served by another cluster. Constraint

(25a) is used to ensure that the UTs served satisfy their

minimum rate level, where Rmin
k is the required minimum rate

of UT k. Constraint (25b) is expressed to ensure that the total

power scaling factors of every SAP are within the required

range, where Pmax
m is the maximum total value for the mth

SAP. The binary value of the indicator variable, Ik(t), and the

non-negative value of pu,k are imposed by constraints (25c)

and (25d), respectively.

This optimization problem can be modeled as a mixed-

integer non-linear program (MINLP), which is generally an

NP-hard problem due to its combinatorial behaviour. There-

fore, an exponential computational complexity is required to

solve this problem. This means that solving this problem

optimally cannot be done in real-time. Therefore, we adopt the

Genetic Algorithm (GA) to solve the problem in a computa-

tionally efficient manner, as detailed in the following section.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present and discuss the simulation results

to evaluate the performance of the proposed CF-mMIMO-

TABLE I: Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value

Satellite altitude 550 km

Antenna factor (η) 20 [16]

Carrier frequency 30 GHz

Shadowing std 5 dB

Noise figure 7 dB

Noise power spectral density −174 dBm/Hz

Sat. max power (Pmax
m ) 15 dBW

Sat. antenna gain 30 dB

UT antenna gain 5 dB

Pilot power (qk) 5 dBW

Coherence intervals: τc, τ
p
u 300, 30 samples

Number of runs 10

Priority factor (α) 0.5

based joint power allocation and handover management (CF-

JPAHM) technique, and we compare it with baseline tech-

niques.

For the simulation, we consider a 1000 × 1000 km2 area

that is covered by a cluster of M -LEO satellites. A set of

UTs distributed uniformly are connected to the satellites as

a group, for the CF-JPAHM technique, or based on single-

satellite connection, for the baseline techniques. For the latter,

we compare the performance of CF-JPAHM with that of

a single satellite connection, where every UT is connected

to the satellite with the best channel condition [18]. This

baseline technique is referred to as BestChannel. The

second baseline technique is where every UT minimizes its

handover rate by staying connected to the same satellite,

as long as its achievable rate is greater than the minimum

acceptable one; and switches to another satellite only when

the rate falls below the threshold, Rmin
k , [18]. We refer to this

baseline scheme as MaxServTime. For CF-JPAHM, we use

the GA to solve the multi-objective optimization problem in

(25). The values of the simulation parameters are summarized

in Table I.

Fig. 2 shows the average service time of the UTs versus the

number of SAPs based on the previously discussed techniques.

As we can see, the proposed CF-JPAHM scheme achieves a

higher average service time, and hence a lower handover rate

for the UTs. This average service time increases by increasing

the number of SAPs per cluster, for this allows more UTs to

be served for a longer time. The baseline techniques have a

lower average service time due to the connectivity to a single

satellite at any instance of time. However, MaxServTime

yields better performance compared to the BestChannel

technique since the latter switches between satellites for the

best channel at any time, which reduces the average service

time.
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Fig. 2: Average service time of the UTs.
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Fig. 3: Average spectral efficiency of the UTs.

In Fig. 3, the average spectral efficiency (in bps/Hz) is plot-

ted against the number of SAPs using the different techniques

and architectures considered. As we can see, the cooperative

and optimized transmission of the satellites in the CF-JPAHM

scheme can improve the spectral efficiency to a large extent.

This improvement increases in relation to the number of

SAPs. By contrast, the BestChannel and MaxServTime

techniques are based on a single-satellite connectivity and

achieve a lower spectral efficiency compared to the cell-free

architecture.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we introduced a novel CF-mMIMO-based

architecture for future ultra-dense LEO SatNets. We investi-

gated various network aspects, such as duplexing technique,

pilot assignment, beamforming, and handover management.

Then, we proposed a joint optimization framework for the

power allocation and handover management processes to max-

imize the network throughput and minimize the handover rate

while considering minimum QoS demands of the UTs. The

simulation results demonstrated that the proposed architecture

and optimization framework perform better than traditional

techniques and can improve the performance of future LEO

SatNets to a large extent.
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